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want!Q: Do we have any questions from graduate
stats? I am a graduate student in pure

math/statistics and have a Ph.D in math. I will be
teaching undergraduates at my school. Would
someone be willing to answer my questions
regarding statistics? I am usually teaching or

tutoring graduate students, not undergraduates. A:
Your situation sounds pretty reasonable to me.

You seem like you'd be a great addition to a class,
and since I teach graduate-level courses that are

very statistics heavy, I'd definitely consider
having you. A: The following list of common
questions comes from my experience in an

introductory statistics class: Is statistical inference
not an oxymoron? This was the question asked by

a non-mathematician. Why don't you use the
word "significant" instead of "statistically

significant" if you are making a statistical claim?
How much research have you done in this area?
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What is the difference between an hypothesis and
a hypothesis test? How does the confidence
interval work? How does the hypothesis test

work? What's the difference between a
hypothesis test and a hypothesis? Why is the p-
value used to determine if a result is statistically
significant? It seems like it's a weak measure of

the strength of the result and/or hypothesis. When
are only a few observations enough? Why can't I
use the significance level in this situation? Why
do you need the number of degrees of freedom
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